A Step-By-Step Guide to
Winning your

Car Accident
Injury Case
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INTRODUCTION
After being injured in a car accident, you may be seeking to receive justice
and compensation for your pain and suffering. After all, you shouldn’t
have to suffer for the negligence of another person. There are certain
steps you can and should take to ensure that you are able to win your car
accident injury case. Each step works to provide evidence of how your
accident impacted your life.
Here are the steps you need to take to win your car accident injury case
and make sure justice is served:

RECEIVE MEDICAL
ATTENTION AS
SOON AS POSSIBLE
After an auto accident, the first thing you should do is see to your health first and
foremost. Avoid making the mistake of “toughing it out” or thinking you are just fine
after an auto accident.
Even if you are convinced there is nothing wrong, confirm that belief with the help of
a medical professional. Some injuries after an auto accident may not be immediately
obvious, such as brain injuries or internal bleeding. Pains, numbness and dizziness
may not be immediately apparent in the aftermath of an accident due to adrenaline,
and waiting too long may be fatal.
Besides taking care of your physical health, receiving medical verification of your
injuries is essential to winning your personal injury case. You’ll want to have evidence
of what injuries you received, how they were treated, and how they affected you both
physically and financially.
Seeking medical assistance for injuries gives you the documented evidence your
injury attorney can use to craft a winning injury case.
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OBTAINING
ADDITIONAL
ACCIDENT EVIDENCE
In addition to medical documentation, also take steps to preserve and record
additional accident evidence. Take pictures and gather information of the scene of
the accident, including:

• Your immediate physical injuries including any cuts, scrapes, or bruises
• Vehicle damages caused by the accident
• Names and contact information of witnesses
• A copy of the police report
• And any other information you think may show the fault of the other party
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DOCUMENT EVERY
MEANINGFUL EVENT
POST-ACCIDENT
Also, be sure to document everything that happened to you after
an accident. It is important to keep a record of any debilitation
that was caused by your accident. You may keep track of:
• Hospital visits
• Lost wages and work missed
• Overall decrease in quality of life due to your inability
to perform your normal tasks
• Other things that cause you physical, financial, or
emotional harm
Why is this information so important? Simply put, it helps
your eventual attorney determine the extent of the damages
you suffered. Providing this information to an injury attorney
saves valuable time, freeing your injury attorney to spend time
on crafting a compelling strategy that leads to a winning case.
Most importantly, this information helps ensure you receive
the most compensation possible for your injuries.

Providing this information
to an injury attorney saves
valuable time, freeing
your injury attorney to
spend time on crafting a
compelling strategy that
leads to a winning case.

Provide all of this information to your lawyer. Once these steps
have been taken, your Texas injury attorney can take care of the
rest to determine the scope of your case and ensure you file the
lawsuit in a timely manner.
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CHOOSING THE
RIGHT TEXAS INJURY
ATTORNEY
All of the previous steps are important for you to take, but without the right injury
attorney, you may not receive the compensation you deserve. That is why you must
make sure you have chosen the right Texas injury lawyer for the job. A trusted injury
attorney assesses every piece of evidence and gets the witnesses necessary to obtain
deserved compensation for their injured clients.
• Additionally, choose a Texas injury attorney who:
• Has the Experience You Need to Win
• Has the Focus and Desire to Give Your Case the Personalized Attention It
Deserves
• Communicates with You and Can Remain Objective While Giving You the
Advice You Need to Win
• Is Enthusiastic, Personable and Has Earned a Quality Reputation

Take criteria such as this into account when you sit down and discuss the facts of
your case with any prospective injury attorney.
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ABOUT
The West Law Office provides you with the trusted car accident
lawyer you need to win your accident case in Houston, Texas.
Contact our office to discuss your case with a Texas injury attorney
who fights to get you the necessary compensation to heal from
your auto accident injuries.

